Be Prepared: Kitchen
Whether you are building or remodeling the kitchen demands much time and attention detail. That
attention to detail begins in the planning stages. Our skilled kitchen design staff has the experience to bring
your ideas to life and help make your new kitchen one of the most enjoyed places in your home.

•Make an appointment to meet with a kitchen specialist•
•To your appointment please bring your overall room dimensions including ceiling height and
any adjacent areas you plan on coordinating with the kitchen design (laundry, butlers pantry,
mud room, desk or craft area). Be sure to include windows and doorways that are not being
relocated. If you have already selected or plan on keeping any elements (flooring, etc.) please
bring a photo or a sample of the product.

If you have been pulling together photos of
kitchens that you like please bring those with you.
Photos can be very helpful in establishing the overall
look and feel that you like as well as any nifty details
you wish to incorporate into your new kitchen.

Be open to suggestions for different materials, finishes
or uses of space from your kitchen design associate.
Sometimes a fresh perspective brought forth by a
professional can make the difference between a
good design and a great design!

•Whether you have a vague notion or know exactly what you want we will work with you to create your dream kitchen•

Our kitchen associates will help you with the following aspects of your project:
Complete design and layout of the space based on your lifestyle and preferences; selection of colors,
finishes and details including cabinet styles and all trim, crown molding; sinks, faucets and accessories;
countertops – natural stone, quartz or engineered surfaces; backsplash materials, color and design; and
cabinet knobs and pulls. The result of this collaboration is a space that is a unique reflection of
your personal style and taste that will assure that your kitchen is one that you will enjoy for years to come.
We love what we do and look forward to sharing our passion for the details with you!
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